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Pedals, stop or knee lever? A Weber Square piano, Dublin 1774
This paper started as way of analysing, and then communicating with the owner, the questions regarding
pedals on a square piano I am restoring. The piano, built in Dublin in 1774 by Ferdinand Weber has some
unusual features and evidence that it was once fitted with one or maybe two pedals. It was found without any
pedals surviving and little in the way of the original sustain mechanism though a very crude later arrangement
using the original stop lever remained. There was a knee-lever to operate a swell worked by raising the small
lid section above the soundboard.
Perhaps its most distinctive feature is in the design of the legs. Like an old trestle-table a pair of legs are
pivoted to the underneath and can fold up and be locked into place underneath the piano for easy transport.
An iron brace holds each of them in the open position.
The piano has clearly suffered much abuse from humans, woodworm and severe shrinkage of the timber
parts. The legs have been broken, repaired and repositioned and parts have been lost. The soundboard and
bridge had collapsed to the extent that someone had nailed a large number of heavy blocks of timber to
support it from beneath.
Only one other similar piano is known to survive, which is in the Metropolitan Museum in America. A black
and white photo also exists of another that was exhibited in 1908 that had belonged to Sarah Curran. (The
shape of the leg pieces indicates that it cannot be the instrument currently under restoration. Its fate is
unknown.
Both of these other examples show the same folding legs and both show two pedals. However there are clear
differences between the two systems. It should be noted that the piano in the USA has two sets of hammers
that the player can switch between (hard or soft). The piano of 1774, under restoration, has only ever had a
single set of hammers.
WHAT DID THIS PIANO HAVE IN THE WAY OF PEDALS?
Having studied details presented on the piano it is clear that the system for operating the damper lift and the
lid swell has had several incarnations. I believe the following is the most likely order of events:
A When it first left Weber’s workshop in 1774 the dampers were raised by a hand operated stop lever
operating a bar running underneath all the dampers* and rising up a ramp system typical of the period. The lid
swell was operated by a pedal linked to a wooden lever which is pivoted to the inside of the front case wall
below the small lid flap, which it opens.
B At some later time a linkage was added to the lid swell mechanism to operate the damper-lift at the same
time as the swell. A spring must have been added to the damper system and this would now mean that the
handstop could no longer be used for sustain.**
C This linkage was later abandoned and a separate damper pedal provided which was attached to the left leg
and linked by a cord running over a pulley to the existing lever. A wire spring was added to return the lever.
D The swell pedal was replaced with a knee-lever. *** The damper pedal probably removed at the same
time and the components that lift the dampers were discarded and a crude wedge was fixed to the end of the

stop lever to raise the left hand end of the whole damper frame. Two heavy leaf springs were added to press
the damper frame down when the stop was ‘off’. The lever, with its pivot point, was moved back by about 15mm
to operate this new system. The position for the pedal connection would no longer have lined up and must have
been abandoned by now so that the stop would have been hand operated once more. This system has now
broken parts of the damper frame.
------------------NOTES
*The damper-lift has always raised all the dampers together. The system was never split between bass and
treble; the original components no longer exist. However there is plenty of evidence left in the form of holes for
guide pins, and marks where the ramps were fitted etc. to be able to reconstruct this accurately.
** This linkage may possibly have been there from the beginning. However, there is a small piece of evidence
to suggest this was a later addition. There is a moulding that edges the soundboard, but it is missing against the
keywell case end. Certainly something was once fitted here and there is even a diagonal mark on the
soundboard to suggest something across the corner by the vertical rod from the lid-lifting lever. There is a chisel
cut into the soundboard which suggests that the piece of moulding still found there was shortened in situ to
allow a block to be added after the completion of the soundboard and its moulding. If it was conceived from the
beginning then the moulding would surely have been cut to the right length before it was fitted. The fact that the
damper lever has a brass knob indicates its original intention was to be hand operated too.
Most,perhaps all, similar pianos that were designed for pedals from their inception do not have a knob. The
linkage would render the stop inoperable for use as a hand-stop because there would have to be a return spring
essential for use by a pedal. The stop would therefore not stay ‘on’ when hand operated.
***The height of this piano is noticeable lower than most squares I have come across. Floor to the underside of
the base measures only 530mm (21 ¾ inches) I cannot get my legs under the piano without stretching my legs
straight out forward. The knee lever would seem to be somewhat awkward or even impractical for all but a very
short person. The fact that the piano’s leg fold up limit how long they can be. Their brackets are already
positioned at their widest as indicated by the two sets of screw-holes in the baseboards.In fact, were the legs to
moved to the inner position they would not be able to fold, thus confirming they are in their original position. I
think the knee lever is therefore very unlikely to be original. The piano base also has some marks which I
believe indicate there was a retaining bracket just to hold the pedal or pedals in place when the legs were
folded.
GENERAL COMMENT
The legs have clearly been repositioned and even swapped around during the the piano’s history.
The hinge fixing of the long pedal, in particular, would be very vulnerable to damage. Indeed of the three holes
in the foot of the legs (from the hinges) one still has a broken off screw remaining. This might be a reason for
swapping the legs around. It is also evident the legs have been badly broken and repaired too. (see evidence 3
and 4 below).

DAMPER LIFT MECHANISM
Although the original lifting part of the sustain mechanism is lost there remain a single line of holes for guide
pins, a few brass retaining pins and a single line of marks along the underside of all the remaining damper
arms showing where the rising bar lifted the dampers. There are some very small marks left on the plank
showing that the system used ramps glued to the plank with a single bar riding up these ramps. This bar
would be moving at right angles to the damper arms as it lifts them and this puts extra strain damaging their
leather hinges. On a ‘stop’ that is used less frequently than pedalling this is much less of a problem. But a
pedal can be used quite differently to a stop and may well be a reason for altering or abandoning some of the
damper-lift system during the course of the piano’s history. It is also worth noting that written on the back of
the damper unit are gauge numbers marked in pencil, to indicate the diameter of the individual brass damper
springs, as follows: (Numbering from the treble down towards the bass. The bracketed figures are
approximate (suggested) diameters for these gauge numbers)
1-8
no.4.
(0.23)
9-17, no.5.
(0.27)

18-29 no.6
30-37 no.7
38-47, no.8

(0.30)
(0.33)
(0.36)

48-59 no. 9
(0.40)
Currently the damper spring diameters measure as follows: 1-11 are 0.52mm, 12-59 are 0.76mm ..
I found two very small remnants of brass wire for the top two dampers. These wires measured 0.23 and would
correspond very well to the gauge number 4 indicated. I later found another piece in the no. 7 section which
measured 0.33mm. It can be seen that the existing springs are much heavier than those intended.

Evidence presented on the two legs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

An ‘X’ chisel-cut is seen cut into the baseboard on the right hand end leg position.
Leg A has an ‘X’ chisel-cut into the top of it.
Leg A has two sets of hinge positions marked by old screw-holes. (both have been filled)
Leg B has one hinge position (not filled) at its right.(As viewed from their inside surface)
Leg A has a deliberately chiselled away curvature on its top rail at the left. The patina exactly matches
the rest of the rail.(which is dark and probably a varnish applied when the legs were repaired. This
dark varnish covers the two sets of plugs which fill up the disused holes from the pedal hinges.
The top rail of leg B is carefully shaped with a slight angle at the top to allow the leg to splay outwards
a few degree. This has been covered by the same (later) dark varnish.
The top rail of leg A is more crudely cut than leg B and appears to have been reshaped. The angled
bevel is no longer a flat surface,this may have been done when the legs were swapped round. It
should be noted that the legs fit properly when the two Xs line up but not the otherway round. The
right leg binds against the retaining buckle
The base of the piano show two places where the two pairs of bearing blocks have been positioned.
They were found,(2017) at their widest position and this is the only position that allows them to fold.
When in their inner position the legs cannot pass under the retaining bracket and buckle for folding.
Marks on both the base of the piano and on the legs show that the iron struts have been repositioned
more than once.
Both legs have been repaired where the cut away design has caused a weak area of short-grain. Leg
B shows an old repair that still holds, Leg A shows worse damage and although it had been repaired
in the past has been more carefully repaired again by Lucy Coad. The iron support arms were
originally fitted above the decorative cut-outs. This would have increase any stress at this week spot.

From the above information I find the only conclusion is that the two Xs are original marks indicating that the
legs were found in their original place. This results in two pedal/hinge positions at the rear and only one at the

front which is for a pedal on the right ie. the swell. There was no pedal on the left leg in this, the earliest
scenario, as there are no old screw-hole for a hinge. At a later date, perhaps when the legs broke, the legs
were swapped round, a damper pedal fitted, the curve chiselled out on leg A and the top of it was also roughly
rounded off more as it would not sit well against the baseboards. The legs were no longer able to fold properly
for carrying. This alteration may have been prompted by the legs breaking.
KNEE LEVER OR PEDAL AND A LINK TO OPERATE THE SUSTAIN?
11. Under the soundboard the channel for the connecting rod for the swell lever had been carefully
pre-planned.The soundboard liner and the near end of the belly rail which forms the liner have both
been cleanly cut short to form a channel leading to a hole drilled in the base. These cuts, and the
cleanly drilled hole in the base, must therefore have been made before the carcase and soundboard
were assembled and show that a lid-swell was part of the design plan from the beginning.
12. The swell lever inside the front of the case appears to be identical to the piano in the Met. However it
is currently operated by a knee lever. The total movement of the lid flap is limited to about 30-40mm
under the current arrangement but marks visible on removing it show it once moved nearly twice this
amount.
13. The knee lever is made of mahogany ( ie not matching the inside lever which is probably a fruit wood)
and is pivoted with a screw of a modern type. This with no.13 above presents strong evidence the
knee lever is a later addition.
14. The internal lifting lever is returned by means of a wire spring. However there are two marks/grooves
that are no longer used by anything remaining on the piano but would most likely have operated a
crank for a long rod running behind the nameboard to move the damper stop.
15. There are marks on the soundboard side of the keywell end indicating past usage as suggested in 11,
above. this would be a block holding a crank.
16. The dampers’ operating lever ends in a brass knob. There is an empty hole a short distance from the
knob. When the metal lever is returned to its original position this hole lines up exactly for a long
connecting bar to run behind the nameboard to be operated from the swell pedal.
A SEPARATE DAMPER PEDAL
17. A failed attempt to drill a hole vertically through the brass knob is evident. Again when the lever in its
original position this mark lines up with two screw holes beneath it which would have been for a
bracket holding a pulley. It is possible that this attempt to make the damper pedal-operated was never
successful or completed even. It could not have co-existed with either hand operation or when the
dampers were linked to the swell system. Neither could it have worked the final system (`D`above) as
nothing would have lined up with the pulley markings. The screw-holes from the hinges on the legs
show there was only ever a pedal on the left when the legs were in their wrong position. The was no
evidence for a left pedal when the legs are in their original place.

INFORMATION FROM OTHER WEBER PIANOS
The B&W photo of Sarah Curran’s piano shows a shorter pedal on the left, which is connected to what
appears to be an iron wire ending in a hook. A length of cord connects pedal to hook.
A longer pedal on the right has a cord rising nearly vertically upwards under the piano. No other linkage is
visible.

THE PIANO IN THE MET
This shows two pedals of similar lengths to each other.Their end position suggests the intention would be for
use by the players right foot only. I cannot see a logical reason for that. A more complicated linkage
(compared to Sarah Curran’s) is seen for both pedals. This involves various brackets supporting cranks etc.
These brackets must be screwed to the base of the piano.
There are no old screw-holes at all under the 1774 piano that could correspond to such fittings proving
that this particular system was never used here.
COMMENT ON THESE TWO WEBER PIANOS
Having experimented with cardboard cut outs I believe the two long pedals would prevent the legs from
folding up under the piano for transport. However a short left pedal as in Curran`s can allow the legs to fold.
The Met`s right pedal looks to be of identical design to SC’s which may well suggest that Weber himself fitted
these pedals most probably at manufacture or soon after, yet the linkage is quite different to the 1774 piano
which has no evidence to show things were ever fitted under the base of the piano.The left pedals (on SC`s
and the Met`s)are quite different to each other and may suggest the work of a different person.
I was concerned that the addition of the pedals onto the legs might prevent the legs from folding. In fact the
long right pedal has to fold out and down as it is too long to fold upwards. That works satisfactorily. A short
left pedal would have to fold up, not down. Then both legs can fold flat properly with the pedals still attached.
It now explains the existence, under the piano, of two marks indicating old screws or, more likely nails. These
are in exactly the right position for a block holding a turnbuckle, similar to the existing one that holds the legs,
that will secure one or even two pedals which now lie one above the other when folded. They would be very
vulnerable otherwise.
-----------------------SOME RELEVANT EXAMPLES FROM OTHER SQUARES
I have three other early squares that were fitted with pedals and show a variety of applications:
Buntebart and Sievers (or possibly Buntebart only,undated but early)
3 pedals lid-swell (right), Damper lift (all notes) and Harp(buff) stop. It never had stops. The dampers use
slender rods pivoted to each individual damper shaft (unlike the Weber but like the early Zumpe’s) However
the sustain bar running beneath all the dampers is more sophisticated as it has the ramps(wedges) mounted
on a sliding bar which means the batten that lifts the dampers rises vertically and not sliding across each
damper. This does reduce some of the problems for the leather hinges.
The evidence on the 1774 Weber shows the more primitive version of this was used, which does add some
more stress to dampers. Indeed the evidence does suggest his dampers have suffered some abuse under
the various methods used during its life.
Longman and Broderip:(earliest form of Gieb’s action therefore c1786)
Damper lift by stop, harp by pedal. I have seen this on other squares and the implication would be that it
could act in two ways. (1) simply as seen, operating independently. or (2) as a reverse damper. That is: by
turning the damper stop ‘on’ (ie sustained) the harp stop pedal could be depressed as desired to kill the build
up of resonance thus working the other way round to normal damper pedalling. On this piano the overhead
damper design is similar to the Weber, though a little more robustly built, yet, using the sustain as a stop and
the harp as a pedal operated damping method, much less wear is put on the hinges of the dampers extending
their durability considerably. Interestingly this is exactly how a harp works. The strings are always undamped
but the player must damp out unwanted resonances from time to time.So perhaps the name `harp stop` had
more meaning than at first understood. Harps of this period also had foot operated shutters very similar to the
lid swell on squares. Certainly in Wales the piano and the harp were in strong competition with each other to
the extent the piano was actively discouraged in some of the large house so that the traditional harpers
prospered. (I don`t know about Ireland though!). I also note that a later and superior form of damper system -

and usually pedal operated - was designed by Southwell who was apprenticed to Weber. His system puts
very little stress on the leather hinges which must have been part of his thinking.

Deblieu (London c.1790 perhaps)
A single pedal for sustain. This was designed to work in the same way as the last version found on the Weber.
The overhead dampers are on a hinged frame as in the Weber, but much more robust and able to take the
twisting moment the large wedge produces..
-------

IN CONCLUSION
I can now account for nearly every disused screw-hole or other such mark found on the Weber which has lead
me to the suggested order of events. The Buntebart and Sievers (as mentioned above) has the earliest form
of dampers which all hinged to the back of the case and a very slender riser is pivoted to each damper to link
to the key lever. The Deblieu and Longman and Broderip are the next step in development where the damper
unit can be hinged as a whole ( like the Weber) and the riser is a stick topped with a leather pad. This system
is commonly found on slightly later instruments than Zumpe’s first examples. It certainly makes life much
easier when it comes to replacing a string or extracting the action. However the Weber design is rather more
delicate than either of these models and perhaps prone to problems caused by some of the alterations since it
first left Weber’s workshop. The Met`s Weber seems to show the earlier Zumpe design. There the damper
cover rail is fixed to the case side and the dampers are hinged to the stout part of the spine which also holds
the small springs. The Met`s 1772 and the 1774 Weber are surprisingly different in small details and that is
without considering the extra set of hammers.Details of the pedal system of the 1772 therefore do not serve
as a good model for the 1774 piano under restoration.
----------------------------IMAGES

Leg B was found on the left side; although that puts the hinge screws-holes at the rear of the piano it was
almost certainly the original way round.
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Above: the legs in original position.
Note there is no indication of a hinge at the left front side.
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In this position, with the legs swapped round , there are
positions for the hinges to be hinged on the left and the
right. However the legs do not fit properly this way round
and canot fold up. The cut-away must also have been made
at this time.

Likely linkage for swell plus sustain to be operated by one pedal
Left. Stop lever showing brass knob with a partial
hole drilled through it. The lever is in the forward or
the two possible positions.The thin iron rod
(conjectural) can link to the swell mechanism and
runs behind the nameboard. The rod would be
threaded and secured with a nut. Beneath the knob
are two screw holes for a pulley such as the example
seen here.

A mock up showing a linkage for the connecting rod which would operate the sustain from the swell’s internal
lever.There is evidence that a block like this was fixed to the case side and this is comparable to the system
found in the Met’s piano. The original internal wooden lifting lever is seen on the left and is pulled by the rod,
just visible, in the corner. This is secured by the square leather nut and passes down through the soundboard
to the underneath of the carcase and then connected to the pedal by a cord, though it was found connected to
a knee lever. A wire spring is to be seen in the bottom left corner and the white piece of masking tape
indicates a curved notch found under the lever for a crank as suggested here. This system may have been
there in 1774 but I believe it was added a little later. It would give the maximum contrast between soft and
loud, though prevents independent use of the sustain.

Left.This is the sustain system found on the piano before conservation by
Lucy Coad. The stop lever has been moved back by about 15mm from its
original position and a wedge has been fitted to it which will raise the whole
of the damper unit. The two holes in the back of the piano, indicated by tape,
show where a block holding a modern leaf spring had been fitted. There are
two stout vertical pins which limit the extent of the lever’s movement. One
has been marked with tape. The bent wire bracket with a loop should retain
the damper unit but for this system it must be turned away to allow
movement of the unit’s frame.
Right. The underneath of the dampers clearly
showing signs of the original system. The
marks are from a bar lifting each damper arm
from below.

Below Evidence on the hitch plank of the
original lifting system. Note the gauge number
7 stamped by the hitch pins

